Luigino Q-4 Viper Nylon Derby Skate

Last Ones Ladies size 7 + 9.5! Luigino Q-4 Viper Nylon Derby Skate
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Luigino Q-4 Viper Nylon Derby Skate

The Luigino Q4 Viper Derby Skate Package is excellent Quality at an affordable pricepoint! Perfect for a Better quality Fresh Meat skate or a
great move-up skate without breaking the bank!

Rating: Not Rated Yet
Price
Base price with tax $275.00
Price with discount $250.00
Salesprice with discount
Sales price $250.00
Sales price without tax $250.00
Save: $-25.00
Tax amount

Ask a question about this product

Description
Luigino Q-4 Viper Nylon Derby Skate!
The Luigino Q4 Boot is designed for a female foot-last/shape featuring the famous Luigino boot manufacturing attention to details! Includes a
tough Microfiber outer with Top Grain Leather Stitched soles for increased durability. The ATOM Viper plate is made from tough Zytel Nylon and
feature an Allen Nut Locking Screw Toe Stop system - the best most reliable way to keep your toestops from moving. Select your choice of
Quality ATOM wheels in SNAP 91A or 95A - Great Derby starter wheels! OR POISON 84A (Hybrid Indoor/Outdoor) for slick surfaces, or move
up to ATOM Poison Savant in 84A/88A, a lower profile tire which offers more speed and performance over the original Poison but still stick like
the original! OR Choose the premium ATOM Savant low profile wheels in choice of 5 hardnesses, OR choose ATOM Pulse Lite for outdoor
wheel bliss in softer 78A !
Luigino Vertigo Q-4 Boot
Luigino, makers of industry-leading inline speed boots since 1997, introduced Luigino quad boots in 2011. The Q series is a new concept in quad boot design which represent an entirely new
concept. Unlike traditional quad boots, Pro-E and BFT utilizes anatomical structures to help guide the foot to its optimum position. As a result, Q6/Q4 can lead to a smoother stride and more
power. The overall effect is to unlock your body's intrinsic capabilities to move more efficiently and powerfully.
Upper construction:
Microfiber is high-tech synthetics that lead the industry for the highest level of soccer, cycling road racing and mountain biking, moto racing and is now available in Luigino quad roller boots.
Microfiber is stronger and lighter than leather, water-resistant with no stretching for a true fit, even after it's broken in. 99% consistent so you get the same result with every boot.
Liner construction:
There are several different kinds of Microfiber. The use of Microfiber lining has been a huge success and is now a standard in many performance shoe categories including most current
competitors. The use of high quality microfiber lining improves the fit, feel and longevity of the boot.
Luigino Q4 BOOT Features:
• AquaTech and Leather board counters
• Pro Evolution Foot Bed (e-Soles)
• BFT (Barefoot Technology)
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•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Poron Padding
Top-Grain Leather Soles (Stitched)
ProBack
Microfiber uppers & lining
Lace Covers
Ankle Powerstrap
Sizes: 4 thru 12 (+1/2 sizes)

Full package includes:
Boot: Luigino Q-4
Plate: Pilot Viper 4.0 - Zytel Nylon
Wheels: Choose: Atom SNAP, Atom Poison, Poison Savant, ATOM Savant or ATOM Pulse Outdoor
Bearings: Bionic ABEC-7 or MINI LOGO Bearings
Toe Stop: Bionic Super Stopper
Laces: Waxed
Sizes: Available to ship as per the pull-down menu
• IMPORTANT: Determine your Luigino boot size here...

Click Here for a JACKSON/LUIGINO Size Chart

Reviews
There are yet no reviews for this product.
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